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What and Why
Making the case monitoring



What is monitoring?

A tool that continuously examines critical system components. It 

should alert staff of problems and provide historical information 

on system performance.



What is monitoring?

Disaster preventer

Troubleshooting assistant

What caused an outage or performance issue

Resource planning tool



Why monitor?



Why monitor?



Why monitor?



Why monitor?

50 % reduction in critical tickets 



Why PRTG?
There are lots of monitoring options, why choose PRTG?



Lots of monitoring options



Why CLC chose PRTG?

Polaris means we’re a windows shop

All in one installation

No separate DB install

Competitive price





Previous Monitoring Solution

Cacti for Network Bandwidth

SQL Jobs for common database / Polaris problems

Scheduled tasks for server issues

pingdom for PAC uptime





What else does PRTG do?

Good defaults for alarms conditions

Also displays unusual activity

Multiple notification types

Full historical sensor detail (not rolled up)

Builtin reporting system (fullest disk, busiest CPU, etc.)



PRTG UI Options

Main UI is browser based

Good Android and iOS Apps

Windows Desktop Notifier





Let’s talk $$$

100 sensors = Free

1000 sensors w/12 mon upgrade = $2,020

Upgrade to 2,500 sensors w/24 mon upgrade = $4,000

CLC System size = 60 VMs, 5 Physical Hosts, 2 Remote probes

We’re using around 1,300 sensors



PRTG Setup Tips
If you’re not careful, you WILL be overwhelmed



Get your accounts in order

Windows Domain Admin Account

Set up an exclusive PRTG service account

SNMP Accounts

Typically for network equipment, UPS, etc.

Database Account for running SQL Queries





1st rule of PRTG is Start Small

Do NOT allow PRTG to crawl your entire network

You can run the crawl later

Start with a single server

Your database server is a good idea

Do allow sensor recommendation to run



What happens 
when things go wrong?
Different sensor states and how you should respond



PRTG Sensor States

OK = Green, everything is functioning normally

Unusual = Orange, compared to average hour/day of week

Warning = Yellow, typically used for disk or memory levels

Also can be first occurrence of non-responsive sensor

Error/Down = Red, non-responsive or outside established 

boundary



Setup -> Notifications
How to know that something has gone wrong



Notification methods



Control notification volume



Conditions for notification
Setting up your notification methods



Stacking notifications



Other notification reasons



Example speed trigger



Tweaking Channel Warning/Error level



2nd rule of PRTG is never ignore errors

Error state is the most severe of the sensors states

Tweak sensors so they only alert for real problems

Adjust schedules to work around known issues

Remove “bad” sensors as needed





You MUST address all errors!



You have to TRUST PRTG



Handling Errors

Acknowledge them = takes them out of the error state

Continues to monitor the sensor, sensor can return to normal

Pause them = stops monitoring the sensor

Good option for flapping (up/down) sensors



Acknowledging an alert



Pausing an alert



All sensor activity is logged



PRTG UI Overview
Information dense, but for a reason



UI Overview
Device list

Grouping and arranging

Individual Device view

Sensor list

Sensor funnels



Dashboard



Ring Overview



PRTG Hierarchy
Group = Any collection of devices

Device = Individual Server or piece of equipment

Sensor = Element of the device you want to monitor

Channel = Each sensor can have multiple channels

Percent Memory Free, Actual Megabytes Free Channels



Tree Overview



Adjusting the UI



Device Overview



Focusing on sensors



Filter by Sensor Type



All Memory Sensors



Sensor state “funnels”



Funneling on unusual sensors only



PRTG Sensors
This is where we get into the good stuff





Typical Sensors
Ping = All other sensors are dependent on Ping

Disk Free = Monitors all device drives

Memory Usage = VMs with Dynamic RAM can throw off

Network adapter = One sensor per adapter

System Uptime

Windows Update status (assuming Windows box)





3rd rule of PRTG, 
document all custom sensors
You’ll never remember what it was for otherwise



Sensor comments



Let’s break out the custom sensors!



These should work for all ILS platforms



HTTP Keyword Sensor
Make sure that the PAC is actually returning results



HTTP Keyword monitor



HTTP Keyword monitor



Checking TLS Security
Make sure that the PAC or other HTTPS services are actually secure



SSL Certificate Sensor



SSL Security Check Sensor



More SSL Checks

https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/



Checking 3M SIP Protocol
Make sure this ancient service is still limping along



Search for “TCP” Sensor Type



SIP TCP Port Monitor



Port tests are good for remote probes



SIP Transaction tests

http://www.clcohio.org/sip-testing-tool



Download the command line tool



Add the files to your PRTG Server
c:\Program Files (x86)\PRTG Network Monitor\Custom Sensors\EXEXML



Edit .ini file to add needed info



Add Custom/EXE Advanced Sensor



Channels will be created for each server 
described in the .ini file



Enriched Content Check
Outage of book jacket service can cause havoc 



HTTP Sensor



Logged in users?
Did someone forget to logout?



Adding the sensor & adjusting the limits



Meeting PCI DSS 6.1
How are you monitoring for security vulnerabilities?



CVE Details website



Creating a PCI vulnerability sensor
Identify equipment in your cardholder data environment

Find it here: http://www.cvedetails.com/

Build a JSON feed

Use CLC’s custom command line tool

http://go.clcohio.org/pcisensor 



CVE Sensor Setup Steps
Accepts JSON data via URL from cvedetails.com

URL goes in sensor setup parameters field

If any CVE’s have been posted in the past 7 days, the CVE count 

will be returned to the console

Set channel so that it errors when limit is above zero



PCI Vulnerability Sensor set up



Polaris specific sensors
Keeping an eye out for common Polaris problems



Basic SQL status



SQL Lock information



SQL Agent status



Perfmon SQL Sensors
You can put anything you’d monitor via Perfmon into a sensor

\SQLServer:Buffer Manager\Page life expectancy::count 

\SQLServer:Memory Manager\Memory Grants Pending::count





http://go.clcohio.org/polarisprtg
Where to find SQL scripts used in Polaris Custom Sensors



General SQL Sensors



General SQL Sensor set up



Check for long running jobs
...where req.total_elapsed_time > 10800000 and req.status in ( 

'running', 'suspended', 'waiting' )



Long running jobs sensor setup



Check for open transactions
You were good and did a “begin tran” to start your SQL 

statement

But… you never committed it or rolled it back

Now the transaction log is filling up and other jobs won’t 

complete



Check for open transactions
SELECT '~' + hostname,spid FROM sysprocesses WHERE 

open_tran = 1 and last_batch < dateadd(hh,-1,getdate())

The SQL above shows any transaction that has been opened for 

longer than one hour



Catching SQL Agent Job Failures



Catching SQL Agent Job Failures
FROM   msdb.dbo.sysjobhistory SJH  

...and enabled=1 and sjh.run_status = 0



Other SQL sensors
Were any overdue notices sent via email?

Circ status of Out but not CKO’d to an actual patron

Requests that are held, but the item circ status is NOT held

Check for bad SIP CKO Transactions (due date: 11/30/1999)

Check for branches with different notification settings



Other Polaris Sensors
More things that can go wrong in the Polaris universe



Is ERMS running?



Monitoring the Eventlog
Using this information repository for detecting problems



Monitor the eventlog for COM+ timeouts



Set New Records per second channel



Counting SMS messages
Make sure the Twilio SMS stack is working



Monitoring the monitor



UptimeRobot Advantages
Up to 50 monitors

Multiple notification methods

Including webhooks (for HipChat and SMS)



Review



The three rules of PRTG
#1 Start small when setting up

#2 Address all issues, don’t allow sensors to “sit” in an error state

#3 Comment ALL custom sensors



#4 Don’t wait



go.clcohio.org/jobs
If this stuff sounds cool to you, come work with us



Questions?
wosborn@clcohio.org


